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Chapterr  1 

Preliminarie s s 

Inn this chapter we explain the notation and develop the necessary background for 
thiss thesis. In particular, we define the sets of extreme, exposed and strongly exposed 
pointss in a Banach space (Section 1.2), and we offer an elementary introduction to 
Hardyy space theory (Section 1.3) and uniform algebras (Section 1.4). 

1.11 Notation 

Thee following notation will be used throughout this text without explanation: 

 D wil l denote the unit disc {z € C : \z\ < 1} in C, with boundary 3D — T = 
{z{z G C : \z\ = 1} , the unit circle. 

 For n = 2,3,4, . . ., Bn = {z e Cn : ||z|| < 1}  is the (open) unit ball in Cn, with 
boundaryy S = Sn, the unit sphere. 

 If X is any Banach space with norm ||.||, we will refer to the closed unit ball 
{x{x e X : ||ac|| < 1}  of X simply as the unit ball of X, denoted Ball(-X"), unless 
explicitlyy stated otherwise. The obvious exceptions to this rule occur when we 
aree dealing with the open unit balls D in C and Bn in Cn. 

 Normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle will be written as |£; normal-
izedd Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere S = Sn as da = dan. Normalized 
Lebesguee (area) measure on the unit disc wil l be denoted by dA{z) = ^dxdy. 

 Let K be a compact topological space. The algebra of continuous functions on 
KK wil l be written as C(K). 

 If X is a Banach space, we wil l denote its dual space (equipped with the operator 
norm)) by X*. Al l functionals considered throughout this text wil l be (assumed) 
continuouss (bounded). 

1 1 
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1.22 Extreme, exposed and strongly exposed points 
inn Banach spaces 

Definition .. Let X be a Banach space, and let C be a convex subset of X. We say 
thatt x E C is an extreme point of C, or simply extreme, if the set C \ {x} is also 
convex.. Equivalently, we cannot find y, z in C not equal to x such that x = \{y + z). 

Iff  C is the unit ball of X, the definition of an extreme point x E öBall(X) can be 
reformulatedd as follows: if \\x + y\\ = \\x - y\\ = 1 for some y € X, then y = 0. 

Inn general it is an interesting question to describe extreme points in a locally convex 
space,, where there may be many extreme points, few or even none at all. For example, 
itt is not difficult to show that a function ƒ is extreme in the unit ball of C(K) if and 
onlyy if | ƒ (a:) | = 1 for all x E K. On the other hand, there are no extreme points in the 
unitt ball of L^O, 1] (equipped with Lebesgue measure for simplicity); indeed, given 
ƒƒ E Ll with |j/||i = 1, we find a number a E (0,1) such that J  ̂ \f{t)\dt = \. Let 
99 = /(l[o,a] ~ ![a,i])- T h e n 11/ + sill = 11/ - g\\i = 1, showing that ƒ is not extreme. 

Lett us recall that, for any given Banach space X, the weak*  topology on the dual 
spacee X* is the smallest (weakest) topology such that the functions x* E X* i-> x*{x) 
aree continuous for every x E X. Hence, a sequence x*n in X* converges weak*  to 
x*x* E X* if and only if l im^oo x*n (x) = x*{x) for all x EX. The most famous result 
onn the existence of extreme points in a Banach space is the Krein-Milman theorem. 

Theoremm 1.1. A bounded, weak* closed convex subset of X* is the weak* -closure of 
thethe convex hull of its extreme points. 

Definition .. Let C be a convex subset of the Banach space X. We say that x E C 
iss an exposed point of C, or simply exposed, if there exists a functional L on X with 
thee following property: for all y E C, y  ̂ x =^> $lL{y) < ftL{x). (For A E C, 9£A 
denotess the real part of A.) We say that the functional L is an exposing functional 
forr x, or simply that L exposes the point x. This means that the real hyperplane 
determinedd by L through the point x touches C only at x. 

Inn the case where C is the unit ball of X, it wil l be convenient to rephrase the notion 
off  exposedness: there exists an (exposing) functional L on X* with L(x) = \\L\\ = 1 
andd x is the only point in the unit ball at which L attains the value 1. 

I tt is obvious from the definitions that an exposed point is also extreme. The simplest 
exampless demonstrate that the converse need not hold in general. However, we offer 
thee following easy "converse," the proof of which is left to the reader. 

Lemmaa 1.2. Let X be a Banach space in which every point of unit norm is extreme 
inin the unit ball of X. Then all points of unit norm are also exposed. 

Definition .. Let C be a convex subset of the Banach space X. We say that x E C 
iss strongly exposed in C if there exists a functional L such that for every sequence 
{a:n} ff  i nX : 

limm $lL(xn) = RL(x) <*==> lim xn — x. 
nn—>oo—>oo n—>oo 

Geometricallyy this expresses that the slices {y E C : $lL(y) > $L(x) - e) of the real 
hyperplanee through x determined by L have arbitrarily small diameters as e —> 0. 
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Whenn C is the unit ball of a Banach space, we will often work with the following 
conditionn on the functional L: for every sequence (xn) in the unit ball, L(xn) —  1 = 
L(x)L(x) occurs only when xn converges to x in norm. 

Off  course, any such functional L also exposes s, s oa strongly exposed point is 
exposed.. Exposed points that are not strongly exposed are called weakly exposed. 

Example.. Consider the Hubert space /2(N) = {(ar„)f ° : £ ?° \xn\
2 < oo}  and the 

convexx subset C = {(xn) G l2(N) : xn > 0} . It is easy to see that the element 
ÖÖ = (0,0,0, . . .) is the only extreme point of C. It is also exposed by every functional 
LL((xx)) = S^Li XnVn, with y = (yn) e Z2(N) such that yn < 0 for all n. However, if we 
sett en = (£n,i)f^ i then for any functional L: L(en) — 0 = L(G), so that O is in fact 
weaklyy exposed. Next, let C' be the intersection of C and the unit ball of l2(N). The 
extremee points of C' are Ö and all points e in C' of unit norm. The point O is still, 
off  course, weakly exposed, but now every e of unit norm is strongly exposed (by the 
functionall  Le(x) = (x,e)). 

Thee following theorem of R.R. Phelps can be seen as an extension of the Krein-Milman 
theorem.. It assures us that the spaces we wil l consider later (Hardy spaces, Bergman 
space)) contain many strongly exposed points. 

Theoremm 1.3 ([47]). Let C be a closed bounded convex subset of a separable dual 
BanachBanach space. Then C is the norm closure of the convex hull of the strongly exposed 
pointspoints ofC. 

1.33 Introductio n to Hardy spaces 

Inn this section we briefly review the theory of Hardy spaces Hp on the unit disc D. 
Thuss we only go through well-known properties of #p-functions and refer the reader 
too the literature for more details and full proofs, which can be found in a number of 
excellentt books, e.g., [15], [20] and [32]. 

Definition .. Let 0 < p < oc. The Hardy space Hp = HP(D) consists of all holomor-
phicc functions ƒ on D for which 

\\f\\\\f\\pp
HPHP:=:=  sup r\f{reiQ)\p f < oc. 

0<r<ll  Jo ÏK 

Forr all 1 < p < oo, the norm ||.[|#p turns HP(D) into a Banach space. When no 
confusionn is possible we will write | | / | |p instead of ||/||i/p. The Banach space of all 
boundedd holomorphic functions on D, equipped with the supremum norm f|ƒ||oo = 
supsupzeDzeD | /(2)|, wil l be denoted by H°° = H^iD). Clearly, H°°(D) C HP(D) for 
alll  0 < p < oo, and || / | |p < WfW  ̂ for_all ƒ e H°°. The disc algebra A = A{D) 
consistss of all continuous functions on D that are holomorphic on D, equipped with 
thee supremum norm. It is the uniform closure of the set of polynomials on D. 

Lett ƒ be holomorphic on D and choose 0 < p < oo. Because the function \f\p is 
subharmonic,, the expressions Mp(f,r) :=  j Q

v | / ( rei ö ) |p ^ are increasing in r. We 
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remarkk that the harmonic extension uT of the function | ƒ |p on the circle C(0, r) to the 
closedd disc B(Q, r) majorizes | / |p, because the latter function is subharmonic. Thus 
thee sequence of harmonic functions (ur) is increasing. If this sequence converges at 
aa single point of D, then it converges pointwise on D and uniformly on compact 
subsetss to a harmonic function U on D (Harnack's theorem) which must be the least 
harmonicc majorant of | ƒ |p on D, by construction. Now the value of ur at the origin 
equalss Mp(f, r), so we conclude that the holomorphic function ƒ is contained mHp(D) 
iff  and only if the function | ƒ |p admits a harmonic majorant on D. 

Wee continue to assume that 0 < p < oo. Let us describe the zero sets of HP(D)-
functions.. For every a G D \ {0} , the map 

„„  lal z — a . , _. 
BBaa:z»:z» 1 1 — — G i D 

—aa 1 — az 

iss an automorphism of the unit disc that has a zero at the point a. In particular, 
\B\Baa(z)\(z)\ = 1 for all z € T. We call this map the Blaschke function with zero at a. The 
identityy function Bo : z  z is, of course, the Blaschke function with a zero at the 
origin.. Suppose now that we are given a sequence of points (zn) in D \ {0} . We ask 
thee question: is there a bounded holomorphic function on D with zero set (zn) (where 
repetitionss of points in the sequence account for the multiplicities of zero)? One's first 
guesss would be to consider the product of the functions BZn, but a priori  it is not 
clearr why it should converge. However, because all functions |i?2n| are bounded by 1, 
aa normal families argument shows that Y[n B*n converges to a bounded holomorphic 
functionn with zero set (zn) as soon as the product converges at a single point of D. 
Noww the product Y[n BZn (0) converges if and only if \[n \zn\ converges, or equivalently, 

tf£„(l-|*n|)<°°-tf£„(l-|*n|)<°°-
Conversely,, suppose ƒ ^ 0 is a function in Hp. Then it can be shown that the zeros 

(z(znn)) of ƒ satisfy this so-called Blaschke condition: 

£ ( 1 - I * n | ) < 0 0.. (1.1) 
n n 

Hence,, (assuming ƒ has a zero of order m at the origin) the so-called Blaschke product 

«<*)=== *m II r r ^ = 7 Mi>). 

iss a well-defined bounded holomorphic function on D whose zero set coincides with 
thatt of ƒ; we say that B is the Blaschke factor of ƒ. We see that the Blaschke 
conditionn (1.1) characterizes the zero sets of Hp(D)-iunctions. 

Noww given a function ƒ € Hp, let B be the Blaschke product of the zeros of ƒ and 
sett g :— f/B. Of course, g is holomorphic on D and zero-free by construction. For 
anyy N e N, let BN{z) :=  I ÏÜL I B*n(

z) De t n e product of the Blaschke functions of 
thee first N zeros of ƒ. Because \BN\ -  1 as \z\ —  1, \\f\\p = \\f/BN\\p. In particular, 
forr every r < 1: M p( / /£ jv , r) < ||/|| .̂ Letting iV — oo in this inequality, we obtain 
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MMpp(g,r)(g,r) <  | | / | | P, whence \\g\\p < \\f\\p. This shows that the function g is contained 
inn Hp. On the other hand, because \B(z)\ < 1 at every z e D, \\g\\p > \\f\\p. We 
concludee that the function g is a function in Hp of the same norm as ƒ ([50]). In 
particularr we see that for all 0 < p < oo and all Blaschke products B, \B\P = 1. This 
factorizationn of ƒ is commonly referred to as Riesz factorization. 

Whatt we have seen so far is that we can write any ƒ € Hp as the product of a bounded 
holomorphicc function B (a Blaschke product) and a zero-free function g E Hp of the 
samee HP-norm as ƒ. Let G :=  gx>2p = E n

a n z " G H2{D). The fact that G e H2 

iss equivalent to the statement that ^ n | an | 2 < oo- Indeed, if we let Gr be the 
functionn z t-* G(rz) (0 < r < 1), then M 2(G,r) = £ n |an|2r2n is bounded in r if 
andd only if Y n̂ ! a«|2 converges. Let G* be the L2(T, ^ - funct ion with Fourier series 
X ^ 0 an e i n ö .. Then as functions on the unit circle T, Gr —* G* in L2. Because every 
GGrr is harmonic on D, Gr equals the Poisson integral of Gr (restricted to the unit 
circle)) everywhere on D. By a simple limi t argument then, G(z) = PZ(G*), where 
PPZZ(G*)(G*)  is the Poisson integral of G*: 

Usingg Lebesgue's theorem on the differentiation of measures and the fact that the 
Poissonn kernel is an approximate identity one obtains the important result that for 
almostt every £ = e%e € T, the radial limit lim rfiG(r£) exists and equals <?*(£)  In 
fact,, one may even approach the point £ non-tangentially. Also, we see that the least 
harmonicc majorant of |G|2 equals l im r n Pz(\Gr\

2) = PZ(\G*\2), so ||G||2 = ||G*|Ua. 
Hence,, for any Blaschke product B, the non-tangential limi t B* satisfies \B*\ = 1 
almostt everywhere on T. Exponentiating the function G to the power 2p and adding 
thee Blaschke product B to revert to ƒ, we get the following result (with a bit of extra 
work). . 

Theoremm 1.4. Let ƒ 0 0 be a function in HP(D) (0 < p < oo,) with Blaschke factor 
BB and set g = f/B. Then g is zero-free and contained in Hp and \\f\\Hp = llfflli/p -
ForFor almost all £ G T the non-tangential limits 

A 0 : == lim ƒ(*) 
z-»£(n.t.) ) 

existexist and define an element f* of 1^(7). The functions fr(z) = f(rz) converge to ƒ 
inin Hp as r | 1. Furthermore, the following relations hold (for all z € D): 

WSWH*WSWH* = uriiLP, 
f{f{ ZZ)) = pz(n (p>i) 

\f(\f(ZZ)\)\
pp < pz(\m 

Finally,Finally, the function log |/* | is integrable on T and 

log!ƒ(*)!!  <P,Qag\rI) (1.5) 

(1.2) ) 

(1.3) ) 

(1.4) ) 

forfor all z e D. 
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Remark.. We will often drop the superscript in the notation of the boundary func-
tionn ƒ * of ƒ for reasons of convenience. 

Theoremm 1.5 ([49]). (F. &  M . Riesz) Let /i be a finite complex Borel measure on 
YY and suppose fQ * etn6dfi(eie) = 0 for n = 1,2,3, Then there exists a function 
ƒƒ eHl such thatdti = f*$L. 

Proof.Proof. For z € D we define 

p2np2n -i _ I |2 

/(*):== P,W\=I 1_2 j R ( ; ei i ) + N^^) -
Byy the assumptions on fi we obtain that /(z) = Yl^Loilo  ̂ e- m ed/i(ei ö))z", which 
expressess that the harmonic function ƒ is in fact holomorphic on D. Fubini's theorem 
givess us that M\(f,r) < \\fi\\ (the total variation of /i), so ƒ is contained in H1(D). 
Therefore,, if we set dv = dp - /*ff , then by equation (1.2), J^n ein6dfi{eiö) = 0 
forr all n € Z. Hence the measure v annihilates all continuous functions on T. We 
concludee that v is zero, which yields the desired representation of \i. D 

Corollar yy 1.6. Let AQ = zA be the algebra of functions in the disc algebra vanishing 
atat the origin, regarded as a subspace ofC(Y). Then H1 is isometrically isomorphic 
toto the dual space of C(T)/AQ. 

ProofProof Given a function ƒ e H1, let Lf be the functional 

°°€C€CW"LW"L  ''S' 
Thee norm of this functional is | | / | | LI — II ƒ II H1- By (1.2) Lf annihilates AQ. Conse-
quently,, i: ƒ i—  Lf is an isometric embedding of Hl into (Ao)1- = (C(Y)/AQ)*. 

Inn the other direction, suppose L is a functional of C(Y) that annihilates A0. By the 
Hahn-Banachh theorem, there exists a finite complex Borel measure / i o nT such that 
L(g)L(g) = fjgdlAi g 6 C(Y). Because /i annihilates Ao, we can use the F. & M. Riesz 
theoremm to conclude that fi is of the form f  ̂ for some ƒ € H1. Subsequently 
LL = Lf = £(ƒ), so i is surjective and H1 ^ (C(Y)/A0)*. D 

Takee any ƒ € Hp, ƒ ^ 0. Let u be the Poisson integral of log |/* | e L 1 with harmonic 
conjugatee ü on D and set F(z) :=  exp(u(z)+iü(z)). It follows from Jensen's inequality 
andd the inequality (1.5) that F € Hp and for all z e D: \f{z)\ < \F(z)\. Thus the 
functionn I(z) := f(z)/F{z) is contained in the unit ball of H°°. Reasoning as above, 
itt is not difficult to show that u(z) —> log | ƒ*(£)! f° r almost a l l ^ G T a s D 9 z - »( 
non-tangentially.. Hence, \F*\ = \f*\  a.e. on T. This means that for every z e D, 
log|F(*)|| = Pz(log|.F*|) (cf. (1.5)). Also, | P| = 1 a.e. on T. If B is the Blaschke 
factorr of ƒ, then S(z) := I{z)/B{z) is a zero-free function in the unit ball of H°° with 
boundaryy values of modulus 1 a.e. on T. 
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Wee come to the following definitions. 

Definition .. If ƒ is a function in the unit ball of H°° with boundary values of 
moduluss 1 a.e. on T, then we say that ƒ is an inner function. If, in addition, J 
iss zero-free on D, then I is called a singular inner function. 

Definition .. Let F be a function in Hp (0 < p < oo), not vanishing identically on 
D.D. If for every z € D (equivalently: for at least one z e D): log \F(z)\ = Pz(log \F*\), 
thenn we say that F is an outer function in Hp. 

Implicitl yy this definition contains a recipe for constructing all outer functions in Hp. 
Startt with a function ip > 0 in LP(T) that is also log-integrable: JT | log^| dB < oo. 
Extendd log-0 harmonically to u on D. Then F(z) = exp(u(z) -I- iü(z)) is an outer 
functionn (and |F| — ip a.e.). 

Also,, we can construct all inner functions. Blaschke products are inner functions 
andd as we have shown, any inner function is the product of a Blaschke product and a 
singularr inner function. Without proof we mention that a singular inner function S 
iss of the form S(z) = exp(—u(z) — iü(z)), where u is the positive harmonic function 
givenn by 

forr some (any) non-negative measure / / o nT that is singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measuree dB on T. 

Collectingg the previous results, we state the following theorem which is commonly 
referredd to as the inner-outer factorization of Jï^-functions (the terminology is due to 
A.. Beurling, see Theorem 1.8). 

Theoremm 1.7 ([61]). Let f be any function in Hp, not vanishing identically on D. 
ThenThen there eocist a Blaschke product B, a singular inner function S and an outer 
functionfunction F in Hp such that: 

f(z)f(z) = B(z)S(z)F(z), zeD. 

WeWe call B, S and F the Blaschke factor of f, the singular inner factor of f and the 
outerouter f actor of f, respectively. Up to multiplication by unimodular constants, the three 
factorsfactors are unique. 

Wee state two famous results that underline the importance and nature of inner and 
outerr function in Hardy spaces. 

Lett S : H2 —  H2 be the operator f(z) t—> zf(z). The map S is usually called the 
(forward)(forward) shift operator on H2. This terminology is easily explained when we observe 
thatt the monomials 1, z, z2,... form an orthonormal basis of H2 and the action of S 
iss given by Yl^=o a« 2 " l—*  5Z^Lo an^"+ 1. We say that a subspace V of H2 is invariant 
underr S, or shift-invariant, if S(V) C V. Equivalently, for every polynomial p and 
everyy ƒ € V: p{z)f{z) € V. 
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Theoremm 1.8 ([7]). (Beurling) Let V be a closed subspace of H2 invariant under 
S.S. Then either V = {0}  or there exists an inner function I such that 

VV = I-H2 = {I(z)f(z):feH2}. (1.6) 

TheThe inner function I is unique except for a constant factor. Conversely, every sub-
spacespace V of the form (1.6) is closed and invariant under S. 

Proof.Proof. Cf.[20], Theorem II . 7.1.

Corollar yy 1.9. Let ƒ G H2. Then f is an outer function if and only if the subspace 
VfVf — {pf : p a polynomial} is dense in H2. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose ƒ is an outer function. Let V be the closure of Vf in H2. V is 
aa closed S-invariant subspace of H2. By Beur ling's theorem V = I  H2 for some 
innerr function I. Because ƒ G V is an outer function, the inner function I must be 
constant,, i.e., V = H2. If ƒ is not an outer function, let's say ƒ = I  F, for some 
non-triviall  inner function I, then the closure of Vf is contained in I  H2, which is a 
properr subspace of H2 so Vf is not dense in H2. D 

Nextt we come to another famous theorem on outer functions. The De Leeuw-Rudin 
theoremtheorem tells us that the extreme points of the unit ball of H1(D) are the outer func-
tionss of unit norm. As such, it is the starting point of our investigation of (strongly) 
exposedd points in H1^). 

Theoremm 1.10 ([33]). (De Leeuw-Rudin) A function ƒ is an extreme point of 
thethe unit ball of Hl{D) if and only ƒ is an outer function and \\f\\i — 1. Furthermore, 
ifif  f is of unit norm but not extreme, then there exist extreme points F\ and F2 such 
thatf=\{Fthatf=\{F ll+F+F 22). ). 

Proof.Proof. Suppose ƒ is an outer function of unit norm and suppose g in H1 is such 
thatt || ƒ + g\\\ = || ƒ - <?||i = 1. Let dp, be the probability measure |ƒ | |f on the unit 
circle.. Then, with k = g/f on T, the relations ||ƒ + <?||i = ||ƒ — g\\i = 1 imply that 
J0

27rr |l+fc| + |l-Jfe|d/x = 2. Because for all z E C: | l+2| + | l - z| > 2, with equality if and 
onlyy if z G [—1,1], we conclude that for almost d/z-every ^ e T : g{0/f(0 e [—1» !]
Observee that this inclusion also holds for almost dd-every £ € T, because -  ̂ = \f\ ^ 0 
almostt dö-everywhere on T. In particular, | |̂ < | /| dB— a.e. on T. By the fact that 
ƒƒ is outer (1.5), then also for all z € D: \g{z)\ < \f(z)\. Hence g/f £ H°° has reai 
boundaryy values on T. A glance at the Poisson integral representation of g/f yields 
thatt g/f is constant. Finally, because ||ƒ + g\\\ = 1, this constant is zero, i.e., g = 0, 
soo ƒ is extreme. 

Inn the other direction, suppose ƒ = /  F is of unit norm, but ƒ is a non-trivial inner 
function.. Because for every : 

<< "" MM  ̂ = 2  2ft{eie) = 2  2cos(0) > 0, 

thee functions I and (1  I)2 have the same argument a.e. on T. Let g = gi — ^ r - -
Wee have 

 = J y |F|-/£). 
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Noww if we replace I by XI throughout the preceding, where A € T is arbitrary, then 
wee obtain: 

oo \F\-I^). 

Therefore,, we can choose A in such a way that 3?(A J0 * \F\  Hjfi-) = 0. Consequently, 
It//  fflli =  1, but g £ 0, so ƒ is not extreme. Let Fi = ƒ + g = (1 + I)2F/2 
andd F2 = ƒ — g = (1 — I)2F/2. The functions F\ and F2 are of unit norm in 
HH11.. Because the functions 1 + 1 and 1 — I have positive real parts, they axe outer 
functionss (see Lemma 3.3 below). Hence the functions Fi and F% are extreme points 
andd f=i(F 1+F2).

1.44 Introductio n to unifor m algebras 

Thiss section develops the necessary background on the theory of uniform algebras 
thatt is required for Chapters 2 and 3. For more details we refer to [62]. 

Definition .. A commutative Banach algebra A is a commutative complex algebra 
whichh is also a Banach space with a norm ||.|| satisfying ||a6|| < ||a]|  ||6|| for all 
a,, 6 6 A. In addition, we assume that A contains a unit element 1: 1  a = a for all 
aa e A. 

Definition .. Suppose A is a commutative Banach algebra. The maximal ideal space 
(orr spectrum) MA of A is the set of multiplicative (linear) functionals (homomor-
phisms)) m : A — C; that is, for all a, b € A and all A G C: m(a  b) = m{a)m{b) and 
m(A- l )) = A. 

AA few words about the terminology and the existence of multiplicative functionals. 
Iff  m is a multiplicative functional on A, then X = ker(m) is a maximal ideal in A. 
Ass a field, AjX = C. Conversely, if J is an ideal in A, the map m : a € A 1—> [a]  = 
aa + T G AjX is a homomorphism. By the Gelfand-Mazur theorem ([14], Theorem 
2.31),, if I is maximal, then AjX = C as a field, which means that we may regard m 
ass a multiplicative functional on A with kernel J. Hence, the maximal ideals in A are 
inn one-to-one correspondence with the multiplicative functionals on A. This settles 
thee question of existence of multiplicative functionals. 

Byy Zorn's lemma, an element a € A is not invertible if and only if a is contained 
inn a maximal ideal. In other words, an element a e A is invertible in A if and 
onlyy if m(a)  ̂ 0 for all m € MA and the set {m(a) : m G M} coincides with the 
spectrumm <r(a) = {X G C : a — A - l i s not invertible in M} of a. From this then it 
followss that every multiplicative functional m o na commutative Banach algebra is a 
contraction.. Thus MA is a weak*  closed subset of the unit ball of A*. Consequently, 
whenn equipped with the weak*  topology (as is customary), MA becomes a compact 
Hausdorfff  space. 

Definition .. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. The Gelfand transform G : 
AA —+ C(MA) is the map ai->a, where a : m G MA *—> fn(a). 
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Becausee the multiplicative functionals are contractive we see that the Gelfand trans-
formm in turn is a contraction from A into C{J*AX)- The Banach algebras for which 
thee Gelfand transform is isometric are of special interest. 

Definition .. If A is a commutative Banach algebra and the Gelfand transform is 
isometric,, we say that A is a uniform algebra. 

Obviously,, if Hajloo = ||a|| for all a E A, then ||a2|j = ||a||2 for all Q G A Conversely, 
thiss latter condition also implies that the Gelfand transform is isometric by the for-
mulaa for ||a||. Indeed, by the spectral theorem the norm of a equals l imn-^ >/||an||, 
thee spectral radius of a (a). 

Corol laryy 1.11. A commutative Banach algebra A is a uniform algebra if and only 
ifif  for all a E A: \\a?\\ = \\a\\2. 

Definition .. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space. A function algebra on K is a 
subalgebraa of C(K) that separates the points of K and contains the constant func-
tions. . 

Thee corollary expresses that the Gelfand transform acts as an isometric isomorphism 
betweenn a uniform algebra and a function algebra on its maximal ideal space. 

Example.. The disc algebra A(D) is a uniform algebra. Let m be a multiplicative 
functionall  on A(D). Let zm be the point m(Z) E D, where Z indicates the identity 
functionn on D. It follows from the fact that the polynomials are dense in A(D) that 
thee action of m is point evaluation at zm. By the identification m E M.A <-+  zm E D 
wee see that the maximal ideal space of A(D) is nothing other than D and that A(D) is 
aa function algebra on D. Of course, this is nothing new. We can go further. Namely, 
wee can think of the disc algebra as a subalgebra of C(T), where the functions already 
attainn their norms and separate the points. In other words, A(D) can be regarded as 
aa function algebra on T. This motivates the following definition. 

Definition .. Let A be a function algebra on K. If K' is a closed subset of K such 
thatt for all f E A, \\f\\ = max2 ex' |/(^)|i then we say that K' is a boundary for A. 

Thee intersection of all boundaries is again a boundary (thus the smallest boundary) 
andd is commonly referred to as the Shilov boundary of A. Thus every function algebra 
iss a function algebra on its Shilov boundary. For example, the unit circle is the Shilov 
boundaryy of the disc algebra. Similarly, because the pairing ƒ E H°° <-> ƒ*  E L°°(T) 
iss isometric, we see that the maximal ideal space ML°° of L°°(T) is a boundary for 
H°°(D).H°°(D). (It is in fact the Shilov boundary of H°°{D).) 

Lett us exhibit special points that are contained in the Shilov boundary of a function 
algebraa A C C{K). 

Definition .. A point a E K is called a strong boundary point for A if for every 
neighborhoodd U of a there is a function f E A such that ||/|| = f (a) — 1 while 
maxbgf// |/(&)| < \- We say that a E K is a peak point for A if there exists a function 
ƒƒ E A such that j | / | | = / (a) = 1 and |/(6)| < 1 for all b E K, b  ̂ a. 
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Promm the definition it is clear that a peak point is also a strong boundary point. In 
general,, a function algebra need not contain any peak points. Strong boundary points, 
however,, always exist in function algebras. First observe that all strong boundary 
pointss are contained in every boundary of a function algebra. In the other direction 
wee have the following: 

Theoremm 1.12. If A is a function algebra, then every function in A attains its 
maximummaximum modulus on the set of strong boundary points for A. 

ProofProof Cf. [62], Theorem 7.21. D 

I tt follows that the closure of the set of strong boundary points coincides with the Shilov 
boundaryy for A. Therefore, if A is any function algebra on K, through restriction of 
AA to its Shilov boundary, one may assume that the set of strong boundary points is 
densee in K without loss of generality. 
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